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CLC Network equips congregations and schools 
to glorify God through purposeful, innovative 

inclusion of persons with varied abilities.
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For	you	created	my	inmost	being;	
you	knit	me	together	in	my	
mother’s	womb.	I	will	praise	
thee;	for	I	am	fearfully	and	

wonderfully	made,	marvelous	
are	your	works…
Psalm	139:13-14



Our	challenge	as	
educators	is	to	see	that	
every	child	has	a	
chance:	to	have	an	
equal	opportunity,	NOT	
to	become	equal,	but	
to	become	DIFFERENT,	
to	realize	whatever	
unique	potential	of	
body,	mind,	and	spirit	
he	or	she	possesses.

-- Carol	Tomlinson

Diversity



Part I:  Why Bother With  
Assessment?



Goal:  Meeting the Needs of Diverse Learners



Rapid Robin
The “dreaded early 

finisher”



Some 7th Graders Answer the Question,
“What Does it Feel Like When Classes Move too Slowly?”

1. I try my best to pay attention, but it can be really hard. I try to copy down 
absolutely everything so I can maybe learn something.

2. I always play with my shoes.
3. I read ahead in the book.
4. I draw tanks and airplanes.
5. I make up complicated math problems.
6. I figure out a 20 factorial.
7. I plan out my day.
8. I color my nails with my pen.
9. I plan my after-school activities.
10. Sometimes I try to answer a question and explain things in a different way 

so we can move the class forward, but it make teachers mad 
sometimes.

11. One thing my sister taught me to do is to listen to music in my head, or to 
think back to a movie, to its funny parts.

12. When I had braces, I used to play with my braces, and I had them for 4 
years!



“I’m Not Finished” Freddie
It takes him an hour-and-a-half 

to watch 60 Minutes



What Does it Feel Like When You Feel Lost in Class 
(answers by elementary students)

1. I fel scard. Sumtimes I try to lisin hrdr, but mos ov the tim 
it duznt work.
2. I get mad.
3. I want to go home and watch TV.
4. After a wil I giv up.
5. I wish the teacher wood no how I feel and help me.
6. My head herts.
7. I feel dum.
8. I don’t like the subjk very much.
9. I daydrem.
10. Somtim I git in trubl
11. I play with my hair. My mom doesn’t like it when I do that.
12. I wish I wuz mor smartr.

12



“Certain motivational states which 
interfere with learning conditions 
are especially dangerous: anxiety 
and boredom.”

- Howard Gardner

13



“Anxiety occurs primarily when 
teachers expect too much from 
students. Boredom occurs when 

teachers expect too little.”

- Howard Gardner

14

TOO MUCH TOO LITTLE



What keeps us going as learners?

Success Effort

Success

Success

Effort

Effort



ZONE OF PROXIMAL 
DEVELOPMENT

TASK COMPLEXITY CONTINUUM 
–

Totally 
independent 
functioning

Task complexity 
prevents success

Student succeeds 
with adult support

ZONE OF 
PROXIMAL 

DEVELOPMENT

Where learning occurs. Students 
should be here 80% of the time.



“There is nothing more unequal
than the equal treatment of

unequal people.”

Thomas	Jefferson



“Summer’s over kids!  
Now, all you round pegs get back 

into your square holes!”



üWe need to minimize the “shoot to the 
middle” approach in which the teacher 
“aims” the lesson at a level that seems 
accessible to the majority of students.





“The biggest mistake 
of the past centuries in 
teaching has been to 
treat all children as if 
they were the same 
individual and thus to 
feel justified in 
teaching them all in 
the same way.”

- Howard	Gardner





Part II:  What Do I Assess?



Learning Targets

1. assess my knowledge of assessment.
2. understand the importance of writing “I can” statements, 

and explain why they are important
3. state the difference between pre-assessment, formative 

and summative assessment
4. explain why it’s important to address students’ interests, 

readiness, and multiple intelligence/learning styles
5. describe several ways to assess students’ interests,  

readiness, and learning styles.
6. evaluate my own personal learning style

I	can:



ASSESSMENT
Where do you stand?

Little 
League

Major 
League

World 
Series

Minor 
League



Color Dots:
Pre Assessment

On
Assessment

Now It’s Your Turn



ASSESSMENT: Pre- assessment 
After Taking The Quiz
Where Do You Stand?   



What do we need to do before 
we assess our students?

Locate the Power Standards that are 
appropriate for your unit.

“Unpack” the standards into student 
friendly learning targets, called 
“I Can” statements.

Determine the sequence of teaching these 
learning targets.



Common Core/State Standards

29

Our learning goals must
be clear and on target



“Stop asking me if we’re almost there!
We’re nomads, for crying out loud!”

It’s important to know where we are going!



An analysis of state and national content
standards yielded a total of 255 standards and 
3,968 benchmarks that students are expected to 
learn. The researchers calculated that if students 
spent 30 minutes on each benchmark (and many 
require much more time for mastery), it would take 
nine additional years of school for students to 
“learn” them! (Marzano and Kendall, 1998)

Why teachers need to focus
on essentials:



1.  Too much content:
•71% more content than we have time to teach 
Kindergarten through 12th grade would have to 
extend to grade 21 to adequately cover all standards 
•241 benchmarks, when “unpacked,” represent 741 
unique elements (Marzano, 2010)

Example:
“Students will develop fluency in adding, subtracting, 
multiplying, and dividing whole numbers” (NCTM, 
2010) 

2.  Too general and not measurable

Flaws in the standards



“Coverage” Orientation

• September --------------------------------- June

•Content standards are the goals, not text coverage.
•Use the textbook as a resource -- not the syllabus!



_____Identify sources of heat energy
_____Identify properties of heat energy
_____Explain how energy can be transformed from one form to 

another.
_____Illustrate how energy is transformed into heat in electrical 

circuits.
_____Draw a diagram showing what happens with heat energy 

in convection.
_____Draw a diagram showing what happens with heat energy 

in radiation.
_____Draw a diagram showing what happens with heat energy 

in conduction.
_____Explain about heat energy to another classmate and my 

parents.

Write Standards into Student Friendly Terms!  
“I Can Statements”



I can…
_____Count from 1-10  

_____Can recognize numbers 0-9  

_____Write numbers 0 - 9  

_____I know these colors: 

_____I can say my ABC’s

_____I can write my name  

.”



Post Your “I Can Statements”







Tracking “I Can” Statements



“I CAN…” Statements GOT IT!! 
Still 

working 
on it 

I need 
some 
more 
time 

I CAN identify the steps in the scientific process 
	 	 	

I CAN describe the purpose of each step in the scientific process 
   

I CAN use the steps in the scientific process correctly 
   

I CAN make observations about the world around me 
   

I CAN ask questions about the observations I make 
   

I CAN create an investigation to answer the question I ask 
   

I CAN carry out the investigation I have created 
   

I CAN record data and information that I find from my investigation 
   

I CAN communicate the results of my investigation through discussions, 
graphs and charts or another form that I see fits    

I CAN look over my observation, questions, investigation and results and 
form a conclusion to my original question.    

	





Check out “Teachers 
Pay Teachers”



Now it’s time to ASSESS your students!



3 Types of Assessment
1. Pre-Assessment (Finding out)

Pre-test, Inventory, KWL, Checklist, Observation, 
Self-evaluation

2. Formative Assessment (Keeping track and 
checking up)
Small group check-ins, Exit cards, Quiz, Journal 
Entry, Self-evaluation

3. Summative Assessment (Making sure)
Assessment at the conclusion of a unit:  
Unit test, Product/Exhibit, Demonstration, Report, 
etc...



Learning

Forward	progress	from	the
point	of	entry.

HOW DO WE FIND THE POINT OF ENTRY?!



#1. Pre Assessment

• Helps	us	understand	what	students	already	
know	vs.	what	students	need	to	know.

• Tell	teachers	when	to	skip	over	information



#2. Formative Assessment
• Feedback we get from students during the 

course of a lesson
• Occurs on an ongoing basis (daily!)
• Not graded 
• Not to monitor student learning, but teachers’ 

teaching
• Provides teachers with the opportunity to 

improve their teaching by soliciting feedback 
from students. Helps teachers fill in the 
learning gaps

• Formative assessment should be driving 
summative assessment



#2. Formative Assessment

“Formative assessment represents evidence-
based instructional decision making.  If you 
want to become more instructionally 
effective, and if you want your students to 
achieve more, then formative assessment 
should be for you.”

W. James Popham



#2. Formative Assessment



#3. Summative Assessment

• Evaluating over the course of time what 
students have learned

• Overall picture
• Necessary for grading
• Teachers rely on this
• Should involve synthesizing information.  Ask 

yourself:  “Am I just assessing my students’ 
memory, or am I asking my students to pull 
things together?”



#3. Types of Summative Assessment

· Examinations (major, high-stakes exams)
· Final examination (a truly summative 
assessment)
· Term papers (drafts submitted throughout the 
semester would be a formative assessment)
· Projects (project phases submitted at various 
completion points could be formatively 
assessed)
· Portfolios (could also be assessed during it’s 
development as a formative assessment)
· Rubrics to assist with grading



Formative vs. Summative Assessment

When the cook 
tastes the soup, 
that’s formative 

assessment; when 
the guests taste 
the soup, that’s 

summative 
assessment.

- Robert Stake



Formative vs. Summative Assessment



3 Types of Assessment
1. Pre-Assessment (Finding out)

Pre-test, Inventory, KWL, Checklist, Observation, 
Self-evaluation

2. Formative Assessment (Keeping track and 
checking up)
Small group check-ins, Exit cards, Quiz, Journal 
Entry, Self-evaluation

3. Summative Assessment (Making sure)
Assessment at the conclusion of a unit:  
Unit test, Product/Exhibit, Demonstration, Report, 
etc...



PRE ASSESSMENT

TEACHERS	CAN	DIFFERENTIATE	ACCORDING	TO	STUDENTS’

#1 #2																																	#3
Readiness																												Interest															Learning	Profile/

Intelligence



#1 Differentiate According to READINESS

• Skill level and background 
knowledge of a child 

Research:  An 80% success rate is 
optimum for growth  (Berliner, 
1984)

Research:  Effective teachers craft 
challenges commensurate with 
skill levels (Rathunde, 1993)26



Pre Assessment Example:  
Parts of a fish
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Pre Assessment Example:  
Martin Luther King Jr.

R
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Pre Assessment 
Example:

Music

From Teachers Pay 
Teachers



Pre Assessment Example: Ecology
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Pre Assessment 
Example:

Poetry
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Pre Assessment 
Examples:

Animal Cells
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Pre Assessment 
Example:

Shakespeare



R
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S
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Pre Assessment 
P.E.



Pre Assessment Example:  Math

R
E
A
D
I
N
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#2 Differentiate According to Interests

Child’s	affinities,	curiosity,	or	passion	for	a	
particular	topic	or	skill

Something	about	which	a	student	is	internally	
motivated	to	learn



Interest and Motivation
Research:
In studies where students were offered a choice of 
activities, students felt less external control and more 
intrinsic motivation (Ishee, 2005, Stone, 1995)

Fostering individual interest enhances motivation, 
achievement and productivity (Torrance, 1995)

Several studies confirm that allowing students interest 
choices creates autonomy and self-determination 
(Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991)



Student Interest Inventory
• Student Interest Inventory
• Name_________________________ 
• Preferred Name ____________________
• Name two admirable qualities about your character.
• Name two qualities you look for in other people.
• List your hobbies.
• Name an interesting place you have visited.  
• List a few goals you have for your life.
• Do you belong to any clubs, groups, or sports teams?  Which 

ones?  (Please list any organizations associated with the 
school)

• __________________________________________________
• __________________________________________________
• In one sentence, tell me something in which you are proud.
• In one sentence, tell me something you would like to change   

about yourself.



What Catches Your Eye?
Name _____________________________ Date _________
In just a few days we’re going to begin a new unit on the Civil 
War. So that I can make this learning experience particularly 
memorable for you and make what we study a “good fit” for 
each of you, please rank the following topics 1-5, using a 
“1”as your top choice.
I will try to do my best to honor your first choice as we learn 
about the Civil War.
___ Weaponry of the Civil War
___ Clothing and battle uniforms
___ Popular music in the 1860’s (including battle hymns)
___ Gender roles
___ Role of Slaves

Interest Survey for Project Work



What Catches Your Attention?
Name _____________________ Date _________
In just a few days we’re going to begin a new Bible 
unit on Joseph. Please rank the following topics 1-5, 
using a “1”as your top choice.  What interests you?
___ Joseph’s dream 
___ Caravans that traveled through Canaan during 

the time of Joseph
___ Songs from Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 

Dreamcoat
___ Prisons during Joseph’s time
___ Egyptian artifacts from Joseph’s time

Interest Survey: Joseph Project Work



#3 Differentiate According to Learning 
Styles/Preferences

Under what conditions does the 
child learn best? Auditory?  
Kinesthetic? Visual? Creative?
Practical? Analytical? Musical?...

Research: Student matched to 
instruction suited to their learning 
patterns improved overall 
achievement (Sternberg, 1997)



Seven learning style characteristics of low achievers
Dunn 1988, Mohrmann, 1990, Yong and Mc Intyre, 1992

• 1.  Need for frequent movement
• 2.  Need for materials & instruction with heavy emphasis 

on visual, kinesthetic, and tactile input
• 3.  Poor auditory perception and memory
• 4.  Preference for receiving instruction later in the day
• 5.  Preference for variety in seating, grouping and 

environment
• 6.  Need for an informal classroom design
• 7.  Preference in middle school for dim lighting

Think:  Under what conditions does the learner learn best?          



When	information	is	stored	in	one	or	
more	of	these	systems	(visual,	auditory,	
kinesthetic)	memory	is	improved.	
Memory	stored	in	the	kinesthetic	system	
evokes	the	longest	memory.



Bodily-Kinesthetic
Verbal-Linguistic

Intrapersonal

Musical-
Rhythmic

Interpersonal

Visual-
Spatial

Logical-
Mathematical

Auditory Practical

Creative
Naturalist

Analytical

Multiple Intelligences/Learning 
Profiles



Multiple Intelligence Test

Online Student Survey:
Birmingham Grid for Learning

http://www.bgfl.org/bgfl/custom/resources_ftp/client_ftp/ks3/ict/mult
iple_int/index.htm

Learning Styles:  LD Pride.net
www.ldpride.net/learning_style.html

Attuning a Student
http://www.allkindsofminds.org/

Ways to incorporate learning styles in 
your lessons...



The Bremen Town Musicians: Setting

Make	a	pictorial	map	of	the	animals’	trip	to	
Bremen	Town.	What	did	they	see	along	
the	way?	What	are	some	major	
landmarks	that	they	might	have	passed?

Make	a	“Welcome	to	Bremen	Town”	folder	
that	shows	and	tells	why	animals	might	
want	to	move	there.	Why	would	they	
like	it	there?	What	are	some	highlights	
of	Bremen	Town?

L
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Algebra: Finding the Equation of a Line

Prepare	a	rap that	teaches	how	to	find	the	
equation	of	a	line	given	two	points.

Make	a	flow	chart	that	shows	the	steps	
involved	in	finding	the	equation	of	a	
line	using	two	points.

L
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Let My People Go!
Make a picture book of what it was like to 

be an Israelite.
Using modeling clay and straw shape 

mixture into clay bricks and dry them. 
Design a brochure that talks about ways 

that you can help people that are not 
free in our world today (homeless, 
poor, hungry, people living under 
dictators...) 

Sing several different Negro spirituals.  
Tell the history of spirituals and  play one 

on You Tube

L
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A
R
N
I
N
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Compare these concepts of physics: 
velocity, force, speed, acceleration

Prepare a rap or song that tells how they 
are similar or different

Make a diagram contrasting these 
concepts

With a group of 4 students write a skit 
comparing and contrasting these terms

Develop a power point presentation

L
E
A
R
N
I
N
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S
T
Y
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The Ten Plagues

Make a poster after researching one of these:     
gnats, flies, boils, hail, or locusts

Make a windsock out of strips of paper with 
each strip being a different plague.

Make PowerPoint presentation about Egyptian 
gods

Act out 4 of the 10 plagues
Make a mural of the 10 plagues
Write a diary as if you were either an Egyptian 

or an Israelite as you live through the 
plagues  

L
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A
R
N
I
N
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S
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Y
L
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An Easy Way to Assess



The Triarchic View of Intelligence 
(Sternberg)   high school favorite***

There are three aspects of intelligence: 



Linear – Schoolhouse Smart - SequentialANALYTICAL
Thinking About the Sternberg Intelligences

Show the parts of _________ and how they work.
Explain why _______ works the way it does.
Diagram how __________ affects __________________.
Identify the key parts of _____________________.
Present a step-by-step approach to _________________.

Streetsmart – Contextual – Focus on UsePRACTICAL

Demonstrate how someone uses ________ in their life or work.
Show how we could apply _____ to solve this real life problem ____.
Based on your own experience, explain how _____ can be used.
Here’s a problem at school, ________. Using your knowledge of 

______________, develop a plan to address the problem.

CREATIVE Innovator – Outside the Box – What If - Improver

Find a new way to show _____________.
Use unusual materials to explain ________________.
Use humor to show ____________________.
Explain (show) a new and better way to ____________.
Make connections between _____ and _____ to help us understand ____________.
Become a ____ and use your “new” perspectives to help us think about 
____________.



Target:

I can describe the theme 
or message that a writer or 
author wants to 
communicate.

Story Response:  Choice Board
(Triarchic Intelligences)



Analytical Listen to or read a story and create a chart 
that tells events in the story and how they 
contribute to the theme of the story.

Practical Think of a time you or someone you know 
was in a situation similar to the main 
character in the story.  Draw and/or write 
about it and include the theme or 
message that was similar to the story.

Creative Imagine that the story continues after the 
last page.  Write or act out the next scene.  
This scene should relate to the theme or 
message of the story.



Target:

I can explain the changes 
in the food pyramid.

Food Pyramid:  Choice Board
(Triarchic Intelligences)



Analytical Analyze the 2 pyramids to discover which change is 
the most significant as measured by the changes in 
caloric consumption at that level.  Provide a 
breakdown of how you arrived at your decision and 
illustrate your finding with examples of representative 
food items that illustrate the shift in the balance.

Practical Using the old version of the pyramid, devise the ideal 
diet for a 17 year old girl of a certain height; then, 
revise this diet to reflect the principles set forth by the 
new pyramid.  Provide notes you would use as you 
explain to this “client” exactly how her 
“recommended” diet has changed and why.

Creative Think of another way to proportionally illustrate the 
principles set forth by the food pyramid.  Illustrate an 
“old” and “new” version of your metaphor, making 
sure to adhere to the proportions set forth by each 
version of the pyramid.  For each metaphor version, 
include representative examples of food choices.



4

STANDARDS
Content Knowledge

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ASSESSMENT
 AND CURRICULUM

              PREASSESSMENT
results in modifications, if warranted, based

upon critical differences among students

TEACHING AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ON-GOING & POST ASSESSMENT
Burns and Purcell, 2002 18

Preassessment Tool: 
Concept Map

Word Bank
Sun

Hot gas
Space
Heat
Night

Constellation
Day

Star space

heat

hot gas

day

sun

night
constellation

is in

see in

is a

has

makes
makes a

see at

-Used when teaching concepts and principles
-Graphic representation of students’ understandings
-Uses a word bank, web, and links

Concept Map Pre Assessment Tool
Is this a Readiness, Interest, or Learning Profile Assessment?  

Hint:  What are you assessing?





“As we start a new school year, Mr. Smith, I just want you to 
know that I’m an Abstract-Sequential learner and trust that 
you’ll conduct yourself accordingly!”



3 Types of Assessment
1. Pre-Assessment (Finding out)

Pre-test, Inventory, KWL, Checklist, Observation, 
Self-evaluation

2. Formative Assessment (Keeping track and 
checking up)
Small group check-ins, Exit cards, Quiz, Journal 
Entry, Self-evaluation

3. Summative Assessment (Making sure)
Assessment at the conclusion of a unit:  
Unit test, Product/Exhibit, Demonstration, Report, 
etc...



What’s the Point?

Readiness Interest Learning	Profile

Growth Motivation Efficiency



Personal Assessment

Which One Are You...
Visual, Auditory, or Kinesthetic?

Practical, Analytical, or Creative?
Linguistic, Mathematical, 

Visual/Spatial,
Musical, Naturalist, Interpersonal, or 

Intrapersonal…?



Rate yourself on a scale of 1-10;
by filling in the boxes:

Fill in 1 box = This doesn’t sound like me at all

Fill in 10 boxes = This is exactly like me

Personal Assessment



Assessment has more to do with
helping students grow than with

cataloging their mistakes.
--- Carol Ann Tomlinson





QUESTIONS?????



ALIGN, ASSESS, ACHIEVE
Westerville City Schools

www.westerville.k12.oh.us/aaadvd.html

Making Sense of Pre Assessment Data
v Think like a researcher:  

What does this all mean?
v Sort the data into 1- 4 groups, based on a 

common, powerful difference
v Identify the difference:  readiness, interest, 

learning style, …



Get Ready For…
40 Ways to Assess and Engage Students!

1 2

3
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7
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Connect with Us

/CLCNetwork

@CLCNetwork

/company/clc-network

/user/CLCNetworkorg

clcnetwork.org/blog


